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Two local groups provide
trial advocacy scholarships

by Tracy Carbasho

Local legal entities have pooled
their resources to send two attorneys
to the National Trial Advocacy College
at the University of Virginia School
of Law.

The ACBA Federal Court Section,
the Academy of Trial Lawyers of
Allegheny County, and the U.S. District
Court for the Western District of
Pennsylvania deserve credit for
providing Candace Ragin and Jeni
Hergenreder with an invaluable
opportunity to improve their legal skills.

The creation of a scholarship to
help recipients pay the cost of attending
the college was spearheaded in 2010
by U.S. District Court Judge Arthur
Schwab and the Federal Court Section.
The college has a special place in
Schwab’s heart because he received
his law degree from the University of
Virginia in 1972. He has served as a
faculty member for the National Trial
Advocacy College since 1995.

“Equal justice under the law
requires excellence and timeliness in
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Two local attorneys attended the National Trial Advocacy College at the University of Virginia School of Law
with scholarships from the ACBA Federal Court Section and the Academy of Trial Lawyers of Allegheny County.
(From left to right) Federal Court Section Chair Fred Goldsmith, scholarship winner Jeni Hergenreder,
scholarship winner Candace Ragin, and U.S. District Court Judge Arthur Schwab.

Freezing access to justice: a
chilling effect for all seasons

by Neighborhood Legal
Services Association

Western Pennsylvania winters, no
matter how late their onset, are dismal.
Hardest hit are the poor and their
families who must struggle for
warmth and decent shelter, essential
food and clothing, even personal safety,
and access to legal assistance when
those basics are unfairly denied. Just
as real winter came to Pittsburgh only
a few weeks ago, Governor Corbett
announced a new and chilling
“freeze” on state spending that has
further devastated funding for legal
services, yanking the legal aid lifeline
out of reach for even greater numbers
of our region’s poor and vulnerable.

As attorneys fighting for access to
justice under law for everyone, we
must act now to restore funds for
legal services.

The local road to equal access
to justice

In western Pennsylvania, the
largest provider of free civil legal
assistance is Neighborhood Legal

Services Association (NLSA), the
non-profit public interest law firm
established in 1966. Over the last four
decades, NLSA has provided a legal
safety net to more than one million
individuals and families with no other
place to turn. Our attorneys have
helped tens of thousands of families
with domestic issues, secured protection
from abuse orders for battered spouses
and children, saved their houses from
foreclosures, fought to secure veterans’
benefits for our returned servicemen
and women, pursued consumer and
unemployment claims, brought unfair
housing complaints, challenged
inequities in income maintenance and
health care access, established
juvenile guardianships, and pursued
fundamental human rights. NLSA
lawyers have represented indigent
clients in civil cases in every court
and administrative hearing board,
including the state and federal
supreme courts. In the process, NLSA
has helped to stabilize our neighborhoods
and strengthen our communities.

NLSA is no stranger to adversity.
Over its four-decade history it has
overcome challenges by growing more
resourceful, evolving, and changing

with the times and economic conditions.
As governmental support plummeted
in the 1980s, NLSA turned for the first
time to its natural ally, the private bar,
for financial assistance and for volunteer
attorneys to serve indigent clients on a
pro bono basis. It built partnerships
with local bar associations and law
schools. NLSA found ways to do more
with fewer resources, such as
installing a toll-free Helpline to quickly
assist those who could benefit from
service and advice by phone. It initiated
innovative programs, such as the
nationally-recognized Older & Wiser
community education program. It
extended its reach to clients through a
multifaceted approach that includes
community education, legal clinics and
client self-help initiatives, as well as
advice, representation, and litigation.

But NLSA and other legal services
organizations across the state are
reeling. The state spending cut comes
in the wake of last November’s 14
percent cut in federal funding to Legal
Services Corporation (LSC), the
organization charged with disbursing
Congressional funds to legal services

Continued on page 6

Continued on page 10
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Gender Bias Duty Officers
If you have observed or experienced any

form of gender bias, you may contact one of

the following members of the Gender Bias

Subcommittee of the Women in the Law

Division. The duty officers will keep your

report confidential and will discuss with you

actions available through the subcommittee.

Kimberly Brown......................412-394-2323

Rhoda Neft ..............................412-261-2753

Bernie Puzzuole ......................412-338-1129

Ethics Hotline
The ACBA Professional Ethics Committee

“Ethics Hotline” makes available Committee

Members to answer ethical questions by

telephone on a daily basis.

March

Margaret B. Angel ..................412-562-3982

Ernest B. Orsatti ....................412-281-3850

David Alan Strassburger........412-281-5423

April

Robert A. Cohen ......................724-693-9696

Andrea Geraghty ....................412-232-7070

Stanley W. Greenfield ............412-261-4466

437 GRANT ST., SUITE 1501  I  PITTSBURGH, PA 15219  I  412-325-4033

computer forensic 
investigations  

e-discovery  

technical expert 
services

ESI processing

Serving the Pittsburgh  
region’s legal community  
and leading companies
Providing “hosted” e-discovery review 
capabilities via the web, e-discovery 
processing and production services.   

Exclusively endorsed by the ACBA 
ACBA members receive a discount  
on bit-x-bit’s consulting services.

For a complimentary case analysis  
and information about our services,  
please call (412) 325-4033 or  
visit us at www.bit-x-bit.com.
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April Zeolla Barnes v.
John C.R. Kelly Realty, Inc., Hertzberg, J. ............................Page 99
Employment—Discrimination—Pregnancy—Back Pay—Attorney Fees

Sean W. McFeely v.
Thomas and Sandra Usher Camp, Friedman, J. .................Page 106
Contract—Indemnification—Defamation

Polly J. Townsend, et al. v. Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC, et al.
William McKee, et al. v.  Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC, et al.,
Wettick, J. .................................................................................Page 110
General Jurisdiction—Continuous Business Activity—Legal Services

Officer William Barrett, Officer Benjamin Dripps v.
Ross Township Civil, Service Commission,
McCarthy, J. .............................................................................Page 115
Employment—Civil Service

PPG Architectural Finishes, PPG v. N. Siperstein Rt 22E
Union Plant Corporation, et al., McCarthy, J. .....................Page 120
Contract—Joint and Several Liability

Terence J. Nypaver and Dolores Nypaver v.
Duquesne Light Company, McCarthy, J. ..............................Page 122
Condemnation—Eminent Domain

As an added member benefit, the ACBA has partnered with JobTarget,
the leading provider of world-class career centers, to provide our members 
with a state-of-the-art career center. 
The career center, which can be found on our website under “Career Services,” 
provides a comprehensive job search and posting resource.
 
The career center includes:
 a highly targeted focus on employment opportunities for attorneys and 

  support staff
 anonymous resume posting and job application—letting you stay connected 

  to the employment market while maintaining full control over your 
  confidential information
 an advanced Job Alert system that notifies you of new opportunities 

  matching your own pre-selected criteria
 access to industry-specific jobs—not often seen on mass job boards

Allegheny County Bar Association
Raising the Bar on Legal and Community Service

www.acba.org

CAREER SERVICES CENTER
ACBA



a cause that is of great significance to
our membership, furthering our
efforts to protect the profession or
addressing an issue that is significant
to the ACBA as an organization. Those
efforts are supported by the ACBA
Political Action Committee (PAC).
With more than a little foresight, this
Committee was started about 10 years
ago by the ACBA leadership. They
knew that political issues were going
to be an increasing activity for the bar
generally, and as the protector of the
profession, the ACBA.

We are confronted with political
issues much more frequently. The
American Bar Association’s major
initiative this year is to secure adequate
funding for our courts across the
nation. We in Pennsylvania are acutely
aware of the lack of funding for our
courts. Despite the fact that there has
been a mandate in place requiring the
legislature to fund the courts for more
than 20 years, we have yet to see any
legislation passed to affect such funding.
We are also faced with the abysmal
funding of legal aid. Year after year
our legal aid societies are forced to go
hat in hand to the legislature to seek
adequate funding, and yet, year after
year, they see their budgets cut. Some
of the other issues we continually
address are the proposed sales tax on
legal services and budget cuts on
other public welfare programs.

How, then, do we make our voices
heard in the legislative halls? One
very basic way is for all of us to help
fund the PAC. Since its formation ten

years ago the PAC has muddled along
with only a few thousand dollars at its
disposal. That is nowhere near the
funding level needed to make an
impact. We are welcomed to Harrisburg
by our legislators when we visit, but
there is only so far you can go on
goodwill. When our legislators need
our financial support we need to be
able to step up and help them. That is
just a fact of life.

When we needed to have our voice
heard on the skyrocketing costs of
health insurance, one of our very own,
Rep. Anthony DeLuca, the Chair of
the House Insurance Committee,
stepped up. He came to Pittsburgh for
two days of hearings which included
representatives of the ACBA, small
business owners, and others affected by
the spiraling costs of health insurance.

Other legislators have been just as
generous and it hasn’t been limited to
our Allegheny County Caucus. We have
friends and allies in the legislature
across the state. Senator Daylin
Leach, of Delaware County, is the
Minority Chair of the Senate Judiciary
Committee. He has made a number of
trips to Pittsburgh to listen to our
concerns. Senator Stewart Greenleaf,
from Montgomery County and the
Judiciary Committee Chair, has
responded favorably to our position
regarding preservation of the local
publication of legal notices (a major
source of revenue for the ACBA) and
has been a fervent supporter.

The Board of Governors was
recently asked to show their support

for the PAC by agreeing to a policy
that asks every elected member
(judges are excluded due to the
Code of Judicial Conduct) to make
an annual contribution to the PAC. 
I am pleased to report that the 
policy was adopted by a unanimous
vote of the Board. It’s time for our
membership to make the same type
of commitment. A donation of $100
is less than ten dollars per month.
We have benefitted greatly from the
work of the PAC and it’s now time to
recognize the benefit we receive.
Every dollar goes to further the
work of the PAC which protects the
profession and the interests of western
Pennsylvania lawyers.

A PAC fundraiser is scheduled for
March 16 during March Madness,
beginning at noon at Damon’s in the
Steel Tower. Those who attended last
year, more than 60 in all, enjoyed wall
to wall basketball, food, drink, and
camaraderie. This year is going to be
even better.

We need your help. Now is the
time to stand up and be counted.
Even if you can’t attend the fundraiser,
show your support for the work done
by the PAC. A contribution of any
amount is greatly appreciated. Make
checks payable to ACBA PAC and
send them to the ACBA offices at 400
Koppers Building, 436 Seventh
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219. (No
corporate checks.)

One more thing: make a contribution
again next year and the year after
that too. ■
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PAC support vital to bar association

by Howard Schulberg

At a recent Board of Governors
meeting, we were asked to consider a
resolution presented by the Criminal
Litigation Section. The resolution
called for an independent Public
Defender’s Office and adopting a
ten-point platform to establish 
that independence.

Why do I bring that up? More and
more the ACBA is confronted with
political issues that we must address.
These issues often involve advancing

Howard Schulberg,
ACBA President

Please visit www.acba.org for more information



ACBA Toastmasters Club to offer
forum to hone public speaking skills
by Susan Jacobs Jablow

Public speaking is an essential skill
for attorneys, especially those in
litigation. However, law school and
the early years of legal practice
typically offer little or no public
speaking training. Most lawyers hone
their public speaking on the job, but
many would benefit from taking some
time to polish their skills.

To address this need, attorneys
Brian Vertz and Brendan Lupetin
have founded the Allegheny County
Bar Association Toastmasters Club. A
chapter of Toastmasters International,
the group met for the first time on
February 27 and will continue to meet
three times a month in the ACBA
auditorium on the ninth floor of the
City-County Building.

“The only public speaking
(required) in law school is the Socratic
method, and you can do a good job of
avoiding that,” said Lupetin, a personal
injury attorney with Portnoy and Quinn.

Lupetin and Vertz got involved with
separate Toastmasters groups when

they each began appearing in court on
a regular basis, and therefore needed
to practice public speaking. They
joined area chapters, which had members
from a variety of professions, but until
now, there has not been a local
Toastmasters chapter designed
specifically for lawyers. The new
ACBA Toastmasters welcomes
lawyers from all areas of practice.

“Judges and juries appreciate
lawyers who can communicate clearly
and concisely,” said Vertz, a divorce
attorney for Pollock Begg. “Both young
and experienced lawyers would benefit
from the opportunity to improve public
speaking and organizational skills.”

At each Toastmasters meeting, two or
three members deliver short prepared
speeches, and then all the members
participate in impromptu discussions
that give each person the chance to
speak publicly for a minute or two.

“You can get your feet wet,” said
Lupetin. “You can get up and start
giving it a shot.”

One of the roles at the meeting is
that of the time-keeper, to make sure

that speakers don’t talk beyond their
allotted time. Another person introduces
each speaker, which is a more
comfortable role for someone new to
the club or someone who has a lot of
anxiety about public speaking.

“It’s a warm, receptive atmosphere,”
said Lupetin. While everyone is given
the opportunity to speak, no one is
forced to do so.

Vertz said that some people join
Toastmasters because they are not
native English speakers and need
to build their confidence with the 
language. Some members struggle
with performance anxiety, but
most just want to polish their
speaking skills.

The second half of each meeting is
devoted to constructive criticism of
the speeches to help build members’
confidence and help them improve
areas of weakness, such as talking too
fast or too slow, using filler words like
“uh” and “you know,” or not making
eye contact with the audience.

“I came to Toastmasters with good
public speaking skills,” said Vertz. “I

have improved those skills through
evaluation and feedback.”

Toastmasters even has guidelines
for how to critique one another.
Criticisms are supposed to begin by
mentioning good qualities of the
speech, followed by mention of things
that can be improved and should close
with words of encouragement.

“The whole purpose is to help people
in a positive way,” said Lupetin.

The regular meetings are also a
great venue for networking, since
everyone is given the opportunity to
speak. Because the club meets so
frequently, members get to know each
other quite well.

Toastmasters requires a minimum
of 20 members per club, and Vertz
hopes to attract as many as 35 members,
to ensure that, with everyone’s busy
schedules, at least 15 or so people
attend each session.

ACBA Toastmasters meets on the first,
second, and third Mondays of the month
at 12 noon in the ACBA auditorium, ninth
floor, City-County Building. Membership
dues are $37 every six months. ■
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Having the right team 
makes all the difference

Labor & Employment Attorneys
Employment Litigation Attorneys
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
(412) 338-1100
www.rothmangordon.com

Back Row: Colleen Ramage Johnston, Stephen H. Jordan, 
James W. Carroll, Jr., and Alan C. Blanco 
Front Row: Louis B. Kushner, Nikki Velisaris Lykos, and Lori R. Miller
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PBA Workers’ Compensation Law
Section to certify attorneys in field
by Tracy Carbasho

Pennsylvania attorneys who specialize
in workers’ compensation will soon
have an opportunity to distinguish
themselves from those who merely
dabble in the field.

An order issued by the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania in January
gives the Pennsylvania Bar Association
the necessary accreditation to certify
workers’ compensation attorneys.
Once attorneys receive the certification,
they will be permitted to use specific
language, such as “certified as a
specialist in the practice of workers’
compensation law,” in their marketing
materials to convey their experience
and expertise to prospective clients.

“For any purchaser of legal services,
claimant or defendant, the certification
lets the buyer know that the lawyer
they are choosing has more than a
passing knowledge of workers’
compensation,” said William Conwell,
a partner at Swartz Campbell.

Conwell, who has been practicing
in the field since 1986, is looking
forward to taking the examination and
receiving his certification, although
he does not anticipate it will make a
big difference in his practice.

“I think it’s a good thing, but
probably more from the standpoint of
claimants than employers,” he added.
“Risk managers, third-party
administrators, and insurance
companies have been using defense
counsel for years. They are sophisticated
purchasers of specialized legal services,
know what they are looking for and
know their options in terms of who is
good counsel on the employer side.”

Sean Casey, an associate at DeAngelis
Dastur & Associates who chairs the
ACBA Workers’ Compensation Section,
also plans to obtain the certification.
He noted, however, that many people
who regularly practice in the field do
not believe the certification is necessary.

“It will kind of be an obligation,
though, because other attorneys will
be advertising that they have the
certification, so you don’t want to give
the perception that you aren’t an
expert,” said Casey. “I don’t think the
certification will change anything for
people who regularly practice in the area
because they stay current on updates and
are competent in the law anyway.”

A 12-member certification committee
of the PBA’s Workers’ Compensation

Law Section will oversee the process
of certifying attorneys. John
McTiernan, managing partner at
Caroselli, Beachler, McTiernan &
Conboy, serves as a member of the
certification committee for the PBA.

As chair of the PBA Workers’
Compensation Law Section in 2005, he
was instrumental in forming the
committee that started the process to
obtain the Supreme Court approval to
be accredited as a certifying organization.

“It was a long process, but it was
gratifying when the Supreme Court
issued its order,” said McTiernan.
“The PBA’s ability to certify workers’
compensation attorneys is important
because we are the first section to
have this ability in Pennsylvania. We
can serve as a model or resource for
other sections that might want to
certify attorneys in a particular field.”

McTiernan, who has practiced in
the field since 1978, also intends to
obtain the certification. He believes
doing so is important, even for
established attorneys, because there
are always going to be consumers
searching for legal counsel.

“There are a lot of attorneys
practicing in a wide spectrum of areas
who might not have the expertise to
handle a workers’ compensation case,”
he noted. “There may be a more qualified
attorney for consumers to choose.”

McTiernan appointed John Bagnato,
a shareholder at Spence, Custer, Saylor,
Wolfe & Rose in Johnstown, to chair
the certification committee because of
his background and competence in
workers’ compensation. Bagnato
previously served as president of the
Pennsylvania Bar Institute and chair
of the PBA Workers’ Compensation
Law Section. He has worked on
certification issues for the PBA for
nearly two decades.

“I was very pleased to finally
receive the order from the Supreme
Court and I’ll be more gratified once a
significant number of attorneys have
applied and actually been certified as
specialists in the workers’ compensation
field,” said Bagnato. “The achievement
of the certification process will permit
employers and particularly workers to
have a meaningful reference to
competent workers’ compensation
practitioners just like seeing an
orthopedic surgeon when you have a
fracture or a gastroenterologist when
you have an ulcer.”

Bagnato’s initial instinct prompted
him to believe that the claimant’s bar
would be the most active in seeking
certification. However, he has since
learned that the defense bar is
expressing just as much interest.

“I believe the certification will be
sought most often by seasoned attorneys
as the younger attorneys may not have
the experience or expertise to qualify
under the certification criteria,” 
said Bagnato.

There has been some concern
about how much the application fee
will be since Bagnato initially stated
the amount could be up to $1,000.
However, he clarified for the Lawyers
Journal that “up to $1,000” is only an
approximation and he hopes the fee
will be much lower.

He explained that certain expenses
must be taken into consideration,
including the cost of the insurance
rider, the Pennsylvania Bar Institute’s
charges to process and grade the
exams, and the PBA’s services of making
the applications available and validating
the information on the forms.

Local attorney Lawrence Chaban,
who serves in an of counsel capacity
at Alpern Schubert, currently chairs
the PBA Workers’ Compensation Law
Section. He is also an ex-officio member
of the certification committee.

Even though Chaban has practiced
workers’ compensation law since 1980,
he plans to obtain the certification when
it becomes available later this year.

“I believe the certification is a good
thing because it requires a certain
level of skill to achieve,” he said.
“Workers’ compensation law is not
easy, especially with the changes that
have occurred in the last 20 years.
Having the certification should help
the public distinguish between attorneys
who know what they are doing and
ones who merely say they handle
workers’ compensation cases.”

The committee is working to have
the certification applications available
by late fall. The process for proceeding
with the application and setting the
application fee is being handled by the
PBA and the examination is being
processed through the Pennsylvania
Bar Institute.

Chaban said the certification will
consist of a two-part examination. The
first part will be 100 multiple-choice
questions and the second will be two
essay questions. Applicants who score

at least 90 percent on the multiple-
choice section will automatically
receive their certification.

The answers to the essay questions
will only be read in situations where
applicants score below 90 percent on
the first part of the exam. If the essay
answers are sufficient to raise the
overall score to 90 percent, according
to the certification committee, the
applicant will pass.

An applicant can take the exam
twice, after which time he/she would
have to receive approval from the
committee to try a third time. The
exam will be given annually or possibly
more often, if warranted by the number
of applicants. The questions on the exam
will be revised annually to incorporate
new developments in the law.

The certification will be good for
five years and then the attorney will
have to re-apply. Re-certification can
be achieved without taking the exam
over provided the attorney complies
with all of the provisions in the original
certification. The committee will have
the authority to revoke an attorney’s
certification under certain circumstances
and an appeal process has been created
for such instances.

“Certification of lawyers in workers’
compensation law will give consumers
valuable guidance and it will afford
legal practitioners the opportunity to
showcase their knowledge and expertise
in the area,” said PBA President
Matthew Crème Jr. “We owe the
Workers’ Compensation Law Section
and the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
a debt of gratitude. The public and
legal practitioners alike will reap the
benefits of their labor.”

An attorney seeking certification as
a workers’ compensation specialist
must establish with the appropriate
documentation that he/she has:

•Been admitted to practice in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and is
actively engaged in the practice of law
for a minimum of five years.

•Devoted a minimum of 50 percent
of his/her practice to the specialty
field of workers’ compensation.

•Directly participated over the past
five years in a minimum of seven of
the following categories of workers’
compensation litigation: claim petitions;
fatal claim petitions; specific loss
claims; utilization review; occupational

www.loganlawfirm.net
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trial advocacy,” said Schwab. “Since it
is increasingly difficult to gain trial
training in actual trials, the six-day
program of the Trial Advocacy College
provides instruction through lectures
and demonstrations by experienced
litigators, followed by practice sessions
by the participants, concluding with
an actual trial with judge and jury.

“We have observed substantial
progress made by the attorneys in
their trial skills development during
the intensive program,” added
Schwab. “The scholarship is consistent
with the mission of the Federal Court
Section to improve the trial advocacy
skills and advance the administration
of justice.”

When the scholarship was created,
there was only one recipient and the
monetary amount of $1,500 was paid
by the Section and the Academy of
Trial Lawyers. Now, there are two
$2,500 scholarships with the Section
and the academy both paying $1,500
and the District Court pitching in
$1,000 for each award.

This is the first year the court has
augmented the scholarships to make
them $2,500 each.

“After hearing testimonials from
previous lawyers who attended the
program and how beneficial it was to
them becoming better lawyers, it
seemed appropriate for the court to
get involved to advance this cause in
the interest of better trial advocacy,”
said Robert Barth Jr., clerk of the
District Court. “Many lawyers upon
graduating from law school have been
trained in the law, but not in the
techniques of preparing for the courtroom.
This training will make them better
prepared in whatever court they
choose to practice their profession.”

Barth said the money is held in the
Court’s Attorney Admission Fund and
can only be used for items that benefit
both the bench and the bar. As the
custodian of the fund, he sought
permission from Chief Judge Gary
Lancaster to make the donation.

“Pursuant to the guidelines of the
Judicial Conference of the United
States for Attorney Admission Funds
maintained by the court of the United
States, donations are permissible to
law-related educational organizations
or bar associations for purposes that
advance the administration of justice
in the courts,” said Barth. “The
scholarships were a perfect example
for this use.”

This year’s Trial Advocacy College
was held on the university campus in
Charlottesville, Va., on Jan. 7-12. It
marked the thirty-first year the program
has been held to provide attendees
with comprehensive and intensive
hands-on advocacy training, daily

TRIAL ADVOCACY SCHOLARSHIPS
continued from front cover

presentations, and interesting
demonstrations by the nation’s top
trial lawyers and judges. 

Hergenreder, who received the
scholarship from the academy, is a
staff attorney for the Disability Rights
Network of Pennsylvania. She wanted
to attend the college to improve her
litigation skills. In her current position,
she represents parents of children
with disabilities. The disputes often
involve school districts and the
representation of the parents at due
process hearings. 

“I learned how to apply various
strategies and skills at each stage of a
trial because we watched experienced
trial attorneys conduct each stage of a
trial,” said Hergenreder. “These
demonstrations were the most helpful
aspect of the college in my opinion.

“Faculty members lectured us on
how to do something, made us practice
it in a small group with a teacher, and
then had an experienced trial attorney
demonstrate it for us,” she added.
“Watching the demonstrations was
fascinating because the faculty was
so skilled.”

Hergenreder received her law
degree from the University of
Pittsburgh in 2008.

Ragin, who received her law
degree from Duquesne University in
2006, was the recipient of the scholarship
from the Federal Court Section. She
said the college was truly invaluable
and represented a turning point in her
legal career.

“After attending the college, what
works is no longer a guesstimate. I
know the mechanics of persuasive
advocacy, and I am more confident in
my ability to effectively prepare and
try a case,” said Ragin, an assistant
city solicitor for Pittsburgh. “If I had
known at the very beginning of my
career what I know now, many of my
cases would have gone differently. I
wish there were more programs like the
Trial Advocacy College, and I highly
recommend the college to any attorney
who wants to excel in his/her career.”

There were no specific eligibility
criteria when the scholarship was
developed, although it was available
to any qualified ACBA Young Lawyers
Division member. Section Chair Fred
Goldsmith, managing member of
Goldsmith & Ogrodowski, said being a
member of the YLD was not a requirement
this time around.

Applicants are encouraged to have
three to seven years of legal experience.
An emphasis is placed on candidates
who practice in the public service and
public interest sectors, and on minority
and women applicants, as well as
sole/small firm practitioners.

“Candace impressed the scholarship
selection committee with her academic
and professional credentials, her
articulate application and resume, her

background and current employment
in public service legal positions, her
experience with jury trials, and her
practice in both state and federal
courts, meaning that she would be
able to directly and immediately put
to use in the courtroom the skills she
learned at the Trial Advocacy College,”
said Goldsmith. “She also did not have
the luxury of previous formal trial
advocacy training and expressed great
interest in this opportunity to obtain
such high-caliber formal training.”

Patti Dodge, president of the Academy
of Trial Lawyers and the managing
partner at Meyer, Unkovic & Scott,
said the academy was asked this year
to participate with the Section by
offering two scholarships. 

“In consultation with the Federal
Court Section, the decision was made
that each organization would be
responsible for selecting one scholarship
winner based upon the criteria established
by the organizations’ scholarship
selection committee,” she said. “The
academy’s selection criteria included
an emphasis on candidates who were
engaged in practice in either a public
service or public interest setting and
who could benefit from the intense trial
skills training provided by the National
Trial Advocacy College.”

Dodge said Hergenreder was
selected to give her an opportunity to
refine her trial skills, training that
would be very useful in her work as a
public interest advocate. ■

Publicize Your Section and Committee News!
The ACBA Communications Department is eager to promote any special activity or newsworthy event emanating from your

Committee or Section of interest to ACBA members, the media, or the general public. E-mail us at news@acba.org with the

following information:

◆ Name and description of the event ◆ Date, time, and place of the event

◆ Name(s) of the sponsoring Section/Committee(s) ◆ Name(s) of speakers and titles of presentations

◆ How many people do you expect to attend? ◆ Name and phone number of a contact person

◆ Will there be an admission fee or ticket sales? If so, how much? ◆ Are reservations needed to attend the event? 

◆ Is there any other information you would like to share with us?

Thank you for your cooperation! ■
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Employment at-will remains a viable
concept–at least in Pennsylvania
by Maria Greco Danaher

The Third U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals has held that a health clinic’s
statements to a physician and to
immigrations officials regarding the
physician’s “at least three year”
employment commitment did not
create an employment contract that
would override the doctor’s employment
at-will status. Edwards v. Geisinger
Clinic, Third Cir., No. 11-1528, 
Jan. 23, 2012.

Phillips Edwards is a licensed
physician from the United Kingdom
with a specialty in interventional
radiology. While working in Kentucky
under a temporary visa, Edwards was
recruited to work at Geisinger Clinic’s
interventional radiology department
in Danville, Pa. During the recruitment
process, Edwards was informed that
Geisinger requires its physicians to
obtain board certification from the
American Board of Radiology
(ABR), which requires 4 years of
uninterrupted employment in an
approved residency program.

Edwards was asked whether he
understood that he would have to be at
Geisinger for at least 4 years and
would have to be board certified within

6 years, or “Geisinger would have to
review [his] situation.” Edwards
indicated his understanding, and was
provided an offer letter dated July 11,
2006 that included the fact that
Edwards “will be granted 4-6 years
from the date of employment to
become board certified” and that if he
didn’t, “continued employment…will
need to be reevaluated.” This offer
letter was sent to the ABR by
Geisinger to ensure that Edwards
would be able to sit for the boards. At
some subsequent point, Edwards also
signed a “Practice Agreement” in
which he acknowledged that his
employment with Geisinger “may be
terminated at any time by either party
for any or no reason.”

After signing the offer letter,
Edwards returned briefly to the U.K.
at the expiration of his temporary
visa. At that point, Edwards and
Geisinger communicated with U.S.
immigration authorities to obtain an
H-1B visa, which would allow
Edwards to return to the U.S. and
work for Geisinger. In order to obtain
that visa, Edwards and Geisinger had
to represent that Edwards “had at
least a three year employment
commitment” in the U.S. Based on

representations made, Edwards
received the visa and began working
for Geisinger in 2007.

In May 2008, Geisinger terminated
Edwards’ employment. Edwards
brought a lawsuit against the clinic for
breach of contract. In September
2010, the lower court granted summary
judgment in favor of Geisinger, finding
that Edwards’ employment was at-will.
Edwards appealed that decision,
arguing that he and Geisinger had
entered into an express employment
contract for a definite term. The Third
Circuit disagreed, and upheld the
lower court’s dismissal of the case.

Like laws in many other states,
Pennsylvania law presumes that
employment is at-will. To overcome
that presumption, an individual must
show “clear and precise evidence” of
the parties’ intention to form an
employment contract for a definite
length of time. Evidence that an
employer “hopes” that an individual
will remain in its employ is inadequate
to prove that an employment contract
was formed. In this case, the court
held that the language concerning
employment for four to six years was
“too vague to establish an express
contract for a definite term.” Further,

the court pointed to language in the
employment offer that implied that
Edwards would lose his employment
if he failed to become board certified
within the allotted time, and held that
such language clarified the board
certification requirements, rather
than promised continued employment
for that length of time.

Importantly, the court also held
that the absence of an at-will disclaimer
in the offer letter does not indicate
that the parties contracted for a 
definite term. Further, the court
found that language that an employer
will discharge only for “just cause”
does not establish an express or
implied contract that could only be
terminated for that just cause. In
addition, the court pointed out that
an H-1B visa does not guarantee
employment for the maximum duration
of the visa. In fact, the Immigration
and Nationality Act specifically
includes language to indicate that
an employer may dismiss a worker
before the expiration of that time.
Therefore, sponsorship of an 
individual for such a visa does not
imply that the sponsor has guaranteed
employment for the full period of
the visa’s duration. ■
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Finding Brady needles in
an ESI evidentiary haystack
by Tina O. Miller and
Susan A. Ardisson

Editor’s Note: This article is the
first in a three-part series of articles
regarding ESI in criminal cases.

That often used metaphor of finding
the proverbial needle (a crucial
electronic document) in a haystack
(consisting of gigabytes if not terabytes
of electronically stored information)
is not limited to civil cases. It’s an
equally appropriate metaphor for
finding electronic evidence in criminal
cases, but the rules are different.
Surprisingly, there is little criminal
case law or commentary addressing
the impact of the problems associated
with the ever growing volume of ESI
which must be searched and reviewed
both by the prosecution and the
defense, or the impact on justice. This
article will address some of these
issues in the context of obtaining
exculpatory Brady material and
recent case law.

For more than 40 years, Brady v.
Maryland, 373. U.S. 84 (1965) and its
progeny have required the government
to disclose material evidence favorable
to the accused to the defense, even if
the defense does not make a specific
request for the evidence. Two recent
decisions, U.S. v. Salyer, 2010 WL
303644 (E.D.Cal. Aug. 2, 2010) and
U.S. v. Rubin/Chambers, Dunhill
Insurance Services, et al. (S.D.N.Y.
Nov. 4, 2011), illustrate well the problems
facing both prosecutors and defense
counsel when the mountain or
haystack of evidence contains gigabytes
of ESI that may encompass 
Brady material.

In Salyer, over a five-year period
before the defendant was indicted for
RICO, wire fraud, falsification of
records and conspiracy relative to his
employment with SK Foods and an
alleged scheme to quash competition
and sell tomato products at inflated
prices, the government via subpoena,
warrant, and other means collected
multiple gigabytes of electronic
evidence, “pages numbering in the
millions.” Storage of the paper
documents alone required “two
pods.” When asked by the court why
the government had collected so much

information, the prosecutor’s
“response, pared to its essence, was
‘because we can.’” Instead of identifying
specific documents favorable to the
defense, the prosecutor simply turned
over “a mountain of ‘everything’
acquired over half a decade, and
telling defense counsel nothing about
where exculpatory/information [could]
be found.”

The Salyer court rejected the
government’s argument that its Brady
obligations were satisfied by “just
disclosing everything.” According to
the court, “[t]the prosecutor’s argument
that his duty to affirmatively search
for Brady…information is performed
by no search is oxymoronic in nature.”
Citing recently issued Department of
Justice guidelines, the court stated
that they “command an actual review
of the materials acquired during
investigation of a criminal case of the
purpose of disclosing Brady… materials.”
(See, Memorandum for Department
Prosecutors, Section B, January 2,
2010.) The government argued that an
actual review of all the collected
material to identify Brady material
“would be impossible,” requiring the
government to “dismiss the case.” The
Salyer court, however, was quick to
point out the inconsistency in the
government’s position stating that:

If the government professes this
inability to identify the required
information after five years of
pre-indictment investigation, its
argument that the defense can “easily”
identify the materials within months
of post-indictment activity is meritless.
Obviously, under the government’s
reasoning, the defense burden is even
more impossible.

Moreover, the court stated, there
was “no authority to support this
evisceration of constitutional rights
just because the case has voluminous
documentation.” Accordingly, the
Salyer court ordered the government
to identify the Brady materials
contained in the previously disclosed
evidence within 90 days. The case is
pending trial in the Eastern District 
of California.

A different result was reached by
the Rubin/Chambers court regarding
the government’s duty to disclose
Brady material contained within a

mountain of ESI. In Rubin/Chambers,
the defendants were charged with bid
rigging, price fixing, and manipulation
of the municipal derivatives’ market.
In its Bill of Particulars, the government
disclosed more than 200 transactions
that allegedly substantiated the
conspiracies charged in the indictment.
The government provided defense
counsel with ESI in electronically
searchable format, including metadata
and “searchable digests of the audio
files it reviewed.”

Defense counsel nevertheless filed
a motion asking the court to order the
government to “identify and produce,
in ‘bucketed’ form, audio files and
documents in other materials related
to transaction that are not listed in the
BOP but which…contain arguably
exculpatory or impeachment material.”
Citing U.S. v. Skilling, 554 F.3d 529,
576 (Fifth Cir. 2009), the
Rubin/Chambers court agreed that as
a general rule, the government is not
obligated “to direct a defendant to
exculpatory evidence within a larger
mass of disclosed evidence.” According
to the Rubin/Chambers court, there
are exceptions when the government
deliberately hides documents within a
larger mass of materials. However, in
this case there was “no allegation of
prosecutorial bad faith or that the
government has deliberately hid what
it knowingly identified as Brady
needles in the evidentiary haystacks
of its disclosures…”

The Rubin/Chambers court distin-
guished the Salyer case by noting that
Salyer involved an incarcerated
defendant who could not assist his
“small defense” team with the review.
In contrast, none of the defendants
were imprisoned in Rubin/Chambers,
and according to the court could not
with a “straight face” claim that they
had a small defense team. The court
also noted that the government had
provided the defendants with searchable
ESI, indices describing the documents
related to the 200 transactions
described in the bill of particulars
which in the court’s view, put the
defendants “in a least as good a
position as the government to identify
Brady material.”
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Federal Court Section to sponsor
CLE on court patent pilot program

by Tracy Carbasho

The U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Pennsylvania had
been blazing trails in patent litigation
long before it was selected as part of
an elite pilot program.

The Administrative Office of the
U.S. Courts has selected the Western
District to participate in its Patent
Pilot Program, a 10-year initiative
enacted by Congress in January 2011.
The selection is noteworthy because
only 14 district courts throughout the
United States have been given 
this opportunity.

The objectives of the project are to
enhance the expertise level of district
judges regarding patent litigation and
to study the differences in reversal
rates and disposition times between
patent and non-patent judges.

“From a nationwide standpoint, the
Administrative Office wanted to
designate courts where judges would
develop an expertise in patent laws
and litigation,” said Chief Judge Gary
Lancaster of the Western District. “If
that occurs, patent litigation will move
more efficiently. I really think we
were selected because we already
have local patent rules in place that let
attorneys know what’s expected of
them and they can tailor their cases to
our rules.”

In order to increase awareness of
the issues surrounding patent litigation
and the pilot program, the U.S.
District Court and the ACBA Federal
Court Section will sponsor a continuing
legal education session on March 30.
The program will be held from 1 to
4:30 p.m. at the DoubleTree Hotel.

The event, entitled “Managing
Patent Litigation and the New Western
District of Pennsylvania Patent Pilot
Program: A View from the Bench and
the Bar,” will provide three CLE credits.
The keynote speaker will be Chief
Judge Randall Rader of the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.
Rader, a renowned jurist and professor,
will present an overview of the pilot
program, as well as strategies for
managing patent litigation.

“We know that patent law fosters
prosperity and economic growth
regardless of upturns or downturns in
the market,” said Rader in a presentation
at the Texas Judicial Conference.
“Bearing that in mind, we have an
obligation to pass this system on to our
children and their children in as good
or better shape than we found it.

“We need to ensure that patent law
continues to serve its purpose of
fostering innovation and that patent
law does not become an unwieldy,Chief Judge Randall Rader of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal

Circuit will speak at a CLE on the federal court patent pilot program on
March 30. Continued on page 12
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� Focus of Practice: Attorney ethics and disciplinary law (since 1981)

� Legal Services include: Representation of attorneys in disciplinary and reinstatement proceedings, and in
     Client Security Fund matters. Preventive advice regarding the Rules of Professional Conduct and related rules
     and regulations. Representation of applicants in Bar admission matters.

� State Bar Admissions: PA–1978; WV–1993

Richard H. Lindner, Esq.
P.O. Box 684, Bethel Park, PA 15102*

Phone: 412.283.1006
www.LindnerEthics.com    LindnerLaw@verizon.net
* Call for appointments in my Pittsburgh office (Mt. Washington)
  or at a location of your choice

Legal Ethics & Disciplinary Matters

Tip of the Month
Do you deposit fees paid in advance or flat fees into your office trust account?
If not, protective steps must be taken in writing as part of your engagement
agreement.  See PaRPC 1.15(i) & 1.0(e); ODC v. Yates, No. 38 DB 2005 (2006);
and PBA Formal Opinion 95-100.

organizations nationwide. The state
cuts follow diminished funding from
interest-rate dependent Interest on
Lawyers’ Trust Accounts (IOLTA) and
it comes in an economic climate driving
continuous cutbacks in other federal,
state, and local funding sources for
legal services as well. Against the
backdrop of these dire cuts, our client
base is expanding as the number of
people needing legal help grows, as
the national and regional economy, in
recession now for years, recovers
ever-so-slowly, without any real
benefit to our clients, the unemployed
and working poor.

How ironic, as Wall Street Journal
law blogger Joe Palazzio said, that
Congress was able to agree on cuts to
legal services funding just as “…pro
bono hours are down, the numbers of
people eligible for free legal assistance
is up, and most of the 136 non-profit
legal aid organizations that rely on
LSC grants are cutting lawyers,
paralegals, and support staff.”

Greater impact than meets the eye

For NLSA, the impact of this
combined downturn is a funding cut
of nearly $1 million for fiscal year
2012. We are already seeking voluntary
reductions in force of experienced
lawyers, and we anticipate layoffs for
more attorneys, paralegals, and
support personnel. Most tragic of all,
these state budget cuts mean that
NLSA, which after triage can only
take on representation in the most
urgent legal emergencies, will turn
away even more families in desperate
circumstances who are asking for
help. With no alternative, some will
attempt to represent themselves, to
their detriment, at the same time
bringing additional increased stress
on the already over-burdened court
systems as well.

Staffing downturns are already
underway in most legal services
organizations, and that was before the
latest blow from Pennsylvania’s
spending cut. “The funding for legal
services is being reduced, not just
frozen,”  says Sam Milkes, Executive
Director of Pennsylvania Legal Aid
Network (PLAN), which includes
NLSA. “Coming halfway through the
programs’ fiscal year, the 10 percent
freeze effectively eliminates funding
by 20 percent, since spending for the
next six months will have to be
reduced by the entire 20 percent of
the cut to accomplish an overall 10
percent reduction for the fiscal year.
And we are being singled out and hit
harder than other state funding which
was reduced by just 0.8 percent.”

Our explicit obligation

In his comments regarding anticipated
layoffs in legal aid groups, LSC President
Jim Sandman said that “We are

FREEZING ACCESS TO JUSTICE
continued from front cover

experiencing the consequences of a
wholesale reduction in so-called
‘discretionary’ government spending.
But access to justice cannot be made a
discretionary issue in America.”

As attorneys in this Commonwealth,
our professional obligation is clear. It
is explicit in our Rule of Professional
Conduct 6.1 requiring lawyers to
engage in pro bono efforts on behalf of
the poor, or to provide financial support
to organizations such as NLSA in lieu
of that. Each year, Pennsylvania
lawyers contribute close to $2 million
to legal services organizations, and
represent thousands of indigent
clients at no charge. In western
Pennsylvania, the private bar has
contributed over $4 million to NLSA’s
annual Equal Justice Campaign (EJC)
over the past 25 years, and handled an
average of 1600 pro bono cases a year.
No profession does more and NLSA is
deeply grateful. Remarkably, however,
those figures represent donations of
dollars and hours by just one in nine of
the registered attorneys in the four
counties NLSA serves. Imagine what
we could accomplish in the name of
equal access to justice if even a few
more of our colleagues met our shared
responsibility through annual gifts to
EJC, and stepped up with an annual
commitment to represent at least one
pro bono client in need.

On the occasion of the Legal Aid
Society’s 75th anniversary on Feb. 16,
1951, the Honorable Learned Hand
warned “thou shalt not ration justice.”
Join us in considering the state of
equal access to justice today more
than six decades later, when more
Americans are living in poverty than
ever before. Please do your fair share
to safeguard our democracy’s system
of justice here at home in western
Pennsylvania, for our neighbors and
their families. We need you to show
your support for NLSA by advocating
for funding, by contributing (online at
www.nlsa.us) or volunteering to
represent an indigent client or victim
of domestic violence pro bono. Contact
NLSA at 412-586-6137 or via e-mail at
support@nlsa.us. ■

By:

Efrem M. Grail
President, Neighborhood Legal
Services Association

Carol Mills McCarthy
President-elect, Neighborhood
Legal Services Association

Mark Vuono
Treasurer, Neighborhood Legal
Services Association
President-elect, Allegheny County
Bar Association

Howard J. Schulberg
President, Allegheny County Bar
Association

Gary P. Hunt
Immediate Past President, Allegheny
County Bar Association

disease claims under Section 108 of
the Workers’ Compensation Act;
termination petitions; suspension
petitions; modification petitions;
compromise and release proceedings;
appeals before the Workers’ Compensation
Appeal Board; appeals before the
Commonwealth Court; appeals before
the Supreme Court.

•Directly participated in both
direct and cross-examination of at
least 25 medical, vocational, or other
expert witness depositions.

•The applicant shall submit three
samples of any of the following documents
which the applicant personally
authored: proposed findings of fact,
conclusions of law and brief submitted
to a workers’ compensation judge;
briefs filed before the Workers’
Compensation Appeal Board; petition
for supersedeas and/or answer to
supersedeas before the Workers’
Compensation Appeal Board and/or

PBA WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
continued from page 5

Commonwealth Court; briefs filed
with the Commonwealth Court.

•The applicant shall submit a detailed
description of 10 cases involving the
above matters, including the caption and
bureau claim number of cases, appeal
number before the Workers’ Compensation
Appeal Board and docket number before
the Commonwealth Court, and shall
further describe the nature of the action
or proceeding, names and addresses of
counsel, name of the workers’ compen-
sation judge, and any other information
the applicant may deem relevant.

•The applicant shall submit
detailed documentation with regard to
mandatory continuing legal education.
At least 75 percent of the mandatory
CLE hours over the past five years
and during the period of certification
must be in the field of workers’
compensation, including, but not
limited to medical, trial advocacy, etc.

•The applicant shall submit a list, 
if any, of writings published in 
recognized publications in the field of
workers’ compensation. ■

FOR A LISTING OF NEW

ALLEGHENY COUNTY COURT

OF COMMON PLEAS CASES

WHICH APPEAR IN THE

ONLINE PLJ OPINIONS,

PLEASE SEE PAGE 2.

U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Pennsylvania
18 x 24-inch print

City-County Building
14 x 20-inch print

Family Law Center
18 x 24-inch print

Allegheny County Courthouse
14 x 20-inch print

Limited edition prints of the...

...are for sale.
These black and white reproductions, which are designed, signed and
numbered by local artist Susan Castriota Hamilton, are still available!

A portion of the proceeds will be donated to the Allegheny County Bar Foundation.

To order your print, please send a check made payable to ACBA, for $80.25 ($75 plus tax) to:
Attn: Peggy Lewis

Allegheny County Bar Association
400 Koppers Building

436 Seventh Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

Please note that depending on supply, it may take up to four weeks for delivery.
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Clearly one of the deciding factors
in the Salyer and Rubin/Chambers
decisions is the ability of the defendant
to mount a defense to review the
mountain of ESI that may contain
exculpatory material. But does that
justify different results when
constitutional issues are at stake?
And as the mountain or haystack
continues to grow, can any defendant,
including a wealthy corporate defendant,
surmount the challenge or obstacles in
place when the government in an
“open file” policy as in Skilling simply
provides access to all of the ever
growing mountain of ESI?

Similar ESI/Brady challenges were
at issue in a recent case in the Western
District of Pennsylvania, U.S. Podlucky,
Criminal No. 09-279. In that case, the
government collected multiple
terabytes, with one terabyte equal to
1,000 gigabytes, of ESI relating to the
bank fraud, wire fraud, and conspiracy
and money laundering counts filed
against five individual defendants.
Like Skilling, the defendants were
provided with electronic copies of
some of the collected ESI, which in
some instances was more than 500
GBs of ESI for a particular defendant.
A single gigabyte of electronic
information is the equivalent of
35,000 to 75,000 pages of information.
Some of the ESI was made text
searchable by the government.
However, large portions of the collected
electronic information, including
forensic images of computer hard
drives, were not searchable by the
defendants without significant technical
assistance by outside consultants.

At a conference before Judge Bloch
on the case, the government refused a
request by Damien Schorr, counsel for
defendant Andrew Murin, to identify
potential  Brady material within the
this large, unmanageable repository
of ESI, or in the alternative to provide
further specificity as to the government’s
case against  Murin. The government
argued that its only obligation was to
provide access to all of the ESI and
that it had no obligation to identify

FINDING BRADY NEEDLES
continued from page 8

Brady material for the defendant. On
this point Judge Bloch disagreed,
stating that the government had the
“responsibility of deciding what is
Brady and turning it over” and directed
the government to meet with defense
counsel to identify what electronic
evidence the government intended to
use at trial. According to Mr. Schorr,
“without some form of protective
order by the court, it would be almost
impossible for the average federal
criminal defendant to mount a defense
when faced with the electronic equivalent
of an avalanche of documents turned
over by the government. Simply sorting,
organizing, and analyzing ESI in the
volume provided by the government is
beyond the financial wherewithal of
most individual defendants.”

The problem is magnified by the
failure of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure to address ESI in any way.
While the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure prohibit “simply dumping
large quantities of unrequested materials
onto the discovering party along with
the items actually sought” the Federal
Criminal Rules are completely silent
on the subject. SEC v. Collins &
Aikman Corp. 256 F.R.D. 403, 409
(S.D.N.Y. 2009)

The Western District of Pennsylvania’s
E-Discovery Special Master Program
may provide some relief to aggrieved
defendants. That program allows the
court to appoint a special master who
is specially trained in e-discovery
matters to assist the parties resolve
discovery disputes. ■

Tina O. Miller, a former federal prosecutor,
is a partner at Farrell & Reisinger, LLC.
Her practice focuses on criminal
defense, corporate internal investigations,
commercial litigation and representing
victims of crime in both criminal and
civil cases.
Susan A. Ardisson is the CEO of bit-x-bit,
LLC, a computer forensic and e-discovery
consulting firm. Ardisson is an approved
E-Discovery Special Master for the
Western District and co-chair of the
ACBA Legal Technology and E-Discovery
Committee. Ardisson also consulted with
Mr. Schorr on the e-discovery issues in
the Podlucky case.)

unpredictable, and unaffordable burden
on innovation,” added Rader. “Thus, I
encourage each of us, bench and bar
alike, to raise our vision and strengthen
our resolve to make our courts and our
patent litigation better in the future.”

In addition to the keynote address,
the CLE will feature information
presented by the designated patent
judges of the Western District and
client panelists who handle litigation
for top-name companies. Topics will
include various litigation issues
affecting patent cases, such as early
case valuation, discovery management,
alternative dispute resolution options,
Markman briefings and hearings,
summary judgment, and damages.

A cocktail reception, sponsored by
the Pittsburgh Intellectual Property
Law Association (PIPLA), will be held
after the program.

John McIlvaine III, a director at
The Webb Law Firm, serves as vice
president of the PIPLA. He said the
CLE is especially important because it
marks the first time in years that a
sitting federal circuit judge has
spoken to the local bar.

“The Western District was one of
the earliest districts to enact local
patent rules,” said McIlvaine. “We
have an enthusiastic, supportive bench
when it comes to patent cases and we
have a strong, deep pool of local patent
attorneys and patent litigators.

“The pilot program is one piece of a
long-term plan to cultivate patent
litigation in our district, the plan
being initiated with the local patent
rules,” he added. “Other measures
include CLE programs and outreach
to the national patent bar, as well as a
recently initiated effort to establish an
Intellectual Property Inn of Court 
in Pittsburgh.”

The concept of creating specialized
rules for the local court was sparked
in 2001 during a conversation between
McIlvaine and Robert Lindefjeld, who
then served as president of the PIPLA.

A wide variety of issues surrounding
patent litigation will be discussed at
the CLE.

Individuals can register on the
ACBA website at www.acba.org.

Serving as moderators for the CLE
program will be Kirsten Rydstrom
and David Oberdick, members of the
Federal Court Section who served as
event coordinators.

“We are very fortunate to have
Chief Judge Rader as the keynote
speaker and we are hoping to get a
large crowd,” said Rydstrom, a partner
at Reed Smith. “He is an advocate of
the Patent Pilot Program and for
improving the management of patent
litigation. We are grateful to Judge
Nora Barry Fischer’s law clerk,
Joshua Miller, for reaching out to Judge
Rader and securing his participation
in our event.”

Rydstrom said the CLE has been in
the planning stages since December
when she and Oberdick were asked to
coordinate a program on the valuation
in intellectual property cases. It
became obvious during discussions
with judges and practitioners that the
event could also serve a second purpose
of introducing the pilot program.

“Being chosen to participate in the
pilot program is prestigious for the
Pittsburgh federal court. The
appointment recognizes that the
Western District was positioned well
to participate due to its early adoption
of local patent rules,” said Rydstrom.

COURT PATENT PILOT PROGRAM
continued from page 9

“The pilot program is designed to
enhance the court’s expertise in
complex patent litigation and will
provide the designated judges with
specialized patent law and case
management training.

“Developing focused patent
experience in this local court should
result in improved efficiencies and
more predictability in patent cases,”
she added. “Also, having a court with
patent expertise will hopefully attract
more patent case filings in our district,
which should benefit the local bar and
the local economy.”

Lancaster said Pittsburgh is an
ideal location to serve as part of the
pilot because of its close proximity to
so many major cities and its reputation
as a hub for the medical and technology
industries. In addition, the courthouse
has undergone renovations to include
high-tech courtrooms that permit the
electronic presentation of evidence.

“It’s not uncommon for attorneys
who practice patent law here to be
from Chicago, New York, Philadelphia,
Washington, D.C., or elsewhere,” said
Lancaster. “Our case load is not very
intense now, but we need to develop a
culture and a court that is receptive to
patent cases.

“Historically, this has not been a
place where patent cases are filed, but
we are capable from a space and facilities
standpoint to be such a destination,”
he added. “We have to make that a
selling point and once we do, I think
it’s going to happen in a big way.”

Serving as the local patent judges
with Lancaster are Joy Flowers Conti,
Arthur Schwab, Nora Barry Fischer,
and Cathy Bissoon. The Western
District began participating in the
pilot program on Sept. 19, 2011.

Patent cases are randomly assigned
to district judges. However, if a case is
assigned to a judge who is not designated
as a patent judge, he/she may decline
the assignment. It is expected that the
designated patent judges will hear the
bulk of the cases filed in the courts
that are participating in the pilot.

Robert Barth Jr., longtime clerk for
the U.S. District Court of the Western
District, said 18 patent cases were
filed in the district in 2010 and 12
were filed last year.

“There have been seven new cases
filed under the program since its
implementation date of Sept. 19 and
all are still pending at this point,” said
Barth. “We are hoping to increase the
number of filings by being part of the
pilot program to raise awareness.”

The guidelines for the pilot program
stipulate that the chief judge of each
participating district, in cooperation
with the Administrative Office of the
U.S. Courts and the director of the
Federal Judicial Center, must report
to Congress on a periodic basis. The
chief judge must report whether the
program has succeeded in developing
expertise and improved efficiencies in
patent cases and whether a court’s
inclusion in the program has impacted
the number of cases filed in that district.

The combination of having
established local patent rules and
participating in the pilot program is
expected to make litigation less
expensive and less time-consuming.
The Western District adopted its local
rules in 2005. At the time, the court
became the fourth federal district in
the United States to implement
specialized guidelines regarding
patent cases. The other courts were
the Northern District of California,
the Northern District of Georgia, and
the Eastern District of Texas. ■

PLJ OPINIONS IS NOW AN ONLINE PUBLICATION.

VISIT US AT WWW.ACBA.ORG/ACBA/PUBLICATIONS/

PITTSBURGH-LEGAL-JOURNAL-OPINIONS.ASP.
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Online CLE
Delivered over the Web at your convenience. We call this 24/7 CLE. When you 

that meets your needs: a recording of a seminar, with the materials in convenient 
searchable PDF format. Start it today, watch some tomorrow and more in the coming 
weeks. Finish it within three months, and get credit when you’re done.

Live Webcasts
Same technology, delivered live. If you can’t watch it live, sign up now and get 
credit when you watch it later (you’ve got 3 months after the webcast date). 

Upcoming Continuing Legal Education
All PBI CLE programs are sponsored by 

The Pennsylvania Bar Institute & The Allegheny County Bar Association and are held at the  
PBI Professional Development Conference Center 

Heinz 57 Center, 339 Sixth Ave, 7th Floor, unless noted otherwise below.

Live & Simulcast Seminars

You can earn up to 4 of your 12 annual Pennsylvania CLE credits by “distance 
learning” delivered  to you personally over your computer or phone. “Distance 
Learning” credits can’t be carried forward. But here’s the cool thing: the CLE Board 

w w w. p b i . o r g   8 0 0 - 9 3 2 - 4 6 37

Distance Education at pbi.org

Video Seminars

Simulcasts from PLI

Save yourself the time and expense of an overnight trip to New York City, and take 
advantage of the specialized educational programs for which PLI is famous.

April 9-10  17th Annual Consumer Financial Services Institute
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ESTATE PLANNING

IF YOUR CLIENTS ARE CONSIDERING CHARITABLE

GIVING as part of their estate planning The Pittsburgh

Presbytery Foundation can provide a means to support

charitable work helping those in need throughout SW

Pennsylvania. For more information contact the Foundation

at www.pghpresbytery.org/pghpresbyterianfdn.htm or

Rev. Dr. Douglas Portz at 412-323-1400 Ext 318.

PROCESS SERVICE

INVESTIGATING

THE IMPOSSIBLE WE DO RIGHT AWAY! MIRACLES

TAKE A LITTLE TIME. EMPIRE INVESTIGATION 

(412) 921-4046. Visit us on our website, www.empireinv.com.

APPRAISALS

ANTIQUE AUTO APPRAISALS for all vehicles 1900 to
1990. Expert Witness. Certified Appraiser - K. Merusi.
412-731-2878.

DOCUMENT EXAMINER/

HANDWRITING

J. WRIGHT LEONARD, BCFE, CDE. Certified. Experienced
in Federal, State & Local Courts. Testimony in Civil &
Criminal Matters. 215-735-4000.

ECONOMIST/

VOC. EXPERT

WM. HOUSTON REED, Ph.D.–25+yrs. of forensic
economics & vocational eval. expertise in one report.
1-888-620-8933.

Lawyers’ Mart

Melissa A. Bergman, Amy J. Brinkos,
Holly M. Christie, Clayton H. Collins,
Daniel P. Craig, Daniel M. D’Angelo,
Ivan S. DeVoren, Thomas Kurt
Fuchel, Holly Glymour, Elliot C.
Howsie, Lauren B. Kart, Stephanie T.
Kramer, Andria M. Krupa, Katherine
A. Lowery, Graham B. Montgomery,
Erin Morey, China N. Payne, J. Bennett
Reed, Danielle L. Stewart, Ryan P.
Stewart, Robert J. Tyler, Steven A.
Walton, Raymond P. Wendolowski,
and Rachel A. Wheeler; (government)
Joshua I. Miller, Kristen A. Pauli, and
William J. Sheridan; (student)
Melaniesha L.J. Abernathy, Kimberly
M. Bennett, Barrie M. Denmark,

Bar Briefs
News and Notes

Pollock Begg Komar Glasser &
Vertz LLC assistant paralegal Cindy
Wirtz has been named to the Pittsburgh
Paralegal Association 2012 Board of
Directors and Officers. Wirtz joins
seven other directors and will serve a
one-year term on the PPA board.

◆    ◆    ◆

Frank, Gale,
Bails, Murcko &
Pocrass, P.C. is
pleased to
announce that
shareholder Chris-
tine Gale is a
recipient of the
2011 Pennsylvania
Bar Association
Attorney Pro Bono
award. Gale
received the
award for her

service as a volunteer family law
attorney at the Uptown Legal Clinic, a
pro bono legal project at Bethlehem
Haven which helps homeless women
regain self-sufficiency.

People on the Move
Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote, P.C.

is pleased to announce that Brett W.
Farrar and Timothy R. Stevenson have
been elected shareholders in the firm.
Farrar concentrates his practice in the
areas of commercial litigation, legal
malpractice defense, and civil litigation.
Stevenson concentrates his practice in
the area of business torts and commercial
litigation with a particular emphasis
in construction and surety law.

◆    ◆    ◆

SPK (Swensen
Perer & Kontos)
announced that CJ
Engel was named
a partner of the
firm. Engel will
concentrate on
cases involving
personal injury,
medical malprac-
tice and wrongful
death. Jennifer L.
Webster and
Nicholas L. Fiske
also joined SPK as
associates.

◆    ◆    ◆

Cohen & Grace,
LLC welcomes
Mary Ann DiIanni
as a partner in the
firm’s general liti-
gation and OSHA
practice.

◆    ◆    ◆

Cohen & Grigs-
by is pleased to
announce the
addition of Samuel

J. Goncz as a director in the Estates &
Trusts Group. Goncz focuses his practice
on business succession planning,

estate planning, and estate and trust
administration, with a special emphasis
on federal estate tax matters.

◆    ◆    ◆

Tucker Arensberg has announced
the hiring of Stacy Mikelonis, JD,
MBA, MHA, NHA, as an associate in
the Health Care practice group.

◆    ◆    ◆

Leech Tishman
recently welcomed
Steven Toprani to
its Pittsburgh
office. Toprani has
joined the firm’s
Litigation Practice
Group.

◆    ◆    ◆

Education Law
Center is pleased
to announce that

Nancy E. Potter has joined the Center
as a staff attorney. Potter’s work will
include all major areas of education
advocacy with a special focus on at-risk
children and improving school climate
and school libraries.

◆    ◆    ◆

Maiello Brungo
& Maiello has been
appointed Solici-
tor for Braddock
Borough. Falco A.
Muscante will
serve as the pri-
mary attorney for
the borough.

◆    ◆    ◆

Marsha H.
Grayson has

opened the Grayson Law Firm, LLC.
Grayson is licensed
in Pennsylvania
and North Carolina,
and has been prac-
ticing in excess of
25 years. The
Grayson Law Firm,
LLC is a general
practice firm
which strives for 
“Effective Legal
Advocacy.”

◆    ◆    ◆

Neil J.
Friedrich has
joined The Webb
Law Firm as an
Intellectual Prop-
erty attorney with
expertise in the
biomedical and
biomaterials fields.
Friedrich works
with various aspects
of IP law, particu-
larly focusing on
patent and trade-

mark prosecution and client counseling.

Change in Status
Mark D. Lancaster has been placed

on suspension.

◆    ◆    ◆

John Paul Yukevich, Jr. has been
placed on suspension.

New Members
The following individuals were

accepted as new ACBA members at
the Feb. 7, 2012 meeting of the ACBA
Board of Governors: (new members)

CJ
Engel

Christine
Gale

Steven
Toprani

Mary Ann
DiIanni

Jennifer L.
Webster

Nicholas L.
Fiske

Neil J.
Friedrich

Marsha H.
Grayson

Falco A.
Muscante

Meron Eshété, Jaclyn E. Faulds,
Rachel A. Ferringer, Steven E.
George, Judith A. Hale Reed, Victoria
W. Powell, and Dominique M. Sciullo;
(reinstated) Timothy D. Berkebile,
John K. Bryan, William M. Buchanan,
Terry Budd, Michael T. Collins,
Dean J. Galitsis, Deborah L. 
Iannamorelli, Charles H. Moellenberg,
Julian E. Neiser, Richard F. Paciaroni,
Tara R. Pfeifer, David W. Raphael,
Alan Kenneth Sable, Rebecca A.
Sember Izsak, Melissa M. Taylor,
Adam G. Vahanian, Benjamin T.
Verney, Andrew K. Vogeler, and
Dan L. Vogus.

Begin your day with us at

www.pittsburghlegaljournal.org

v i s i t  t h e  a c b F
w e b s i t e  at

w w w. a c b F. o r g

Our members are not just raising the bar by
providing free legal education programs…

They are the Bar.

Check out our
free legal

education
programs at

www.acba.org

           



COURT REPORTING I VIDEO CONFERENCING I TRIAL PRESENTATION I VIDEO SUPPORT

Proliance, formerly ACBA Services, has the resources to help 
you succeed. We have rebranded our company to better 
reflect our growth and focus toward providing professional 
solutions to both the legal and business communities. You have 
come to rely on our experienced staff, and we remain committed 
to providing the highest quality of customer service.

Call us today at 412-261-5588 for all of your court reporting, 
video conferencing, trial presentation, and video support needs.

Count on us to deliver
when it matters most.

™
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